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Let’s Prevent Harassment



To be able to prevent harassment in a 

workplace, we must first understand 

the meaning of it.



The purpose of this lesson

Harassment is a human rights violations. In this lesson, we will learn 

different kinds of harassment and the scope. Our mission is for you to 

understand “harassment” well.

The importance of working environment 

and labor management

It has been said that one of the reasons why harassment occurs is 

when the communication of the boss and the worker is not enough.

To have a proper communication, understanding of proper labor 

management is needed.

The deep understanding in labor management is not only for the boss 

or higher ranked people but also to the general employees and 

temporary employees.

Manage labor control

Labor management generally means [to increase productivity], [to 

increase profit]. To achieve the goal of the company, we must 

encourage each and every employee to have this kind of vission.

Labor management generally means [to increase productivity], [to 

increase profit]. To achieve the goal of the company, we must 

encourage each and every employee to have this kind of vission.



The laws needed in labor management 

and health care

In labor management, there are these kinds of law:

Labor standards act, Industrial Safety and Health act, Equal 

employment act, Parental care leave act,

Etc.

Labor standards act、labor contract law、equal employment act、
parental care leave act, etc

【Provisions such as standards of working conditions】

Equal employment act、Law on promoting women’s career、
Disability promotion law、etc.【Laws about employment, equal 

opportunity, securing treatment…】

Industrial safety and health care、worker’s compensation insurance, 

etc.

【laws regarding health and safety、disaster…】

What is Industrial Safety and Health Care Act

To ensure the safety and health of the employees, there is an 

Industrial Safety and Health Act.

Occupational (Industrial) Safety and

Health Act is…

The purpose of this Act is to secure the safety and health of workers 

in workplaces, as well as to facilitate the establishment of 

comfortable working environment.



Points

Industrial safety and health care act purpose:

① The safety and health of a worker in a workplace,

② Comfortable working environment

Promoting comprehensive and systematic countermeasures 

concerning the prevention of industrial accidents, such as taking 

measures for the establishment of standards for hazard prevention, 

clarifying the safety and health management responsibility and 

preventing industrial accidents.

The responsibilities and duties

regarding to this Act

There are two responsibilities.

One is safety considerations.

「An obligation to take care to protect workers’ lives and bodies from 

danger in the process of using the place, facility or equipment that 

workers set up to provide labor under the direction of the employer.」

Another one is health responsibilities.

Responsibilities to do medical examination and health instructions, 

etc. to ensure the health of the workers.

Also、the employer’s obligation to consider health is

Separated by:

1. Duty to manage the health of workers.

2. Obligation to take measures to prevent the deterioration of health 

after knowing.



Different kinds of harassments 

that occur in a workplace

Knowing about labor management and its related laws and 

obligations, which are the basis of appropriate communication in the 

workplace. There are different kinds of harassments that occur in a 

workplace

Main things are、power harassment and sexual harassment.

And, maternity harassment, paternity harassment and care 

harassment.

In this lesson, we will focus on power harassment.

Power Harassment

Power Harassment is a behavior in which a superior takes advantage 

of his or her position in the workplace to cause co-workers physical 

pain and emotional distress and doing it again and again. It is also 

translated as “Pawahara”.

Effect of Harassments

Harassment has various negative effects.

Especially to the victim.

The victim’s motivation to work will decrease .

It can also cause mental disorder.

The perpetrator who has harassed has the effect that the company is 

required to take responsibility such as disciplinary act, etc.

Harassment affects not only the victim but also the other workers.

If harassment occurred in a workplace, the workers will feel that 

they are not safe and it can lead to a bad/uncomfortable working 

environment.



Power Harassment (Pawahara)

Power Harassment has the greatest amount of cases (in the 

Harassment) for the past few years.

Power Harassment is a behavior in which a superior takes advantage 

of his or her position in the workplace to cause co-workers physical 

pain and emotional distress

Examples of Pawahara

Read the conversation of a boss (higher ranked worker) and 

subordinate(lower) below and then think if there is a problem with 

that conversation.

Boss ：「Hey! Come quickly!!
There is a defecting regarding to delivery!

Subordinate ：「Really？」

Boss ：「I haven’t heard anything about that! The other side is 
demanding a penalty」

Subordinate ：「I contacted the other side and…」

Boss ：「Don’t work with just your own decision! Don’t act 
without my instructions!...」

Boss ：「First, apologize to the other side！
Don’t tell me excuses in the first place! Hurry! Do it!]

The conversation above is considered as “power harassment”.

Let’s think where the problem is with the conversation between the 

boss and the subordinate…



The scope of pawahara

Knowing the scope in power harassment is important

✓Something that will violate the labor standards act.

✓Any physical violence

✓Something that will violate any kinds of law

✓Things that can clearly prove human rights violations

Whatever the reason, you will be violated by doing anything in

the things mentioned above.

✓verbal harassment

✓words than can hurt

✓ignoring, to left out someone

These things occur in our daily lives. We need to be cautious about 

these because it can lead to “power harassment”.

The areas covered in the gray zone are mainly management issue 

and problems regarding work.

✓Management problems are,

「Unnecessary cautionary liability for business」,

「Overdone disciplinary action」

✓Problems regarding work

「Does not give necessary information」
「Giving unexecutable/impossible instruction」

The things mentioned above may be done as a method of 

management, but depending on the action, all can be a power 

harassment.



The difference between work disciplinary and

power harassment（１）

We are all instructed and trained in our work. The purpose is to 

increase the performance and achievements of the workers. To 

achieve work’s goal, there are times that strict guidance and 

disciplinary must be done.

For example, you forgot the exact delivery time for your client so you 

got late with the promised time. 

You will receive harsh words like “What are you doing?!”

In this case, it’s still in the [scope of proper working] so you can’t 

consider it as a power harassment.

But if you will add this and will keep saying relentlessly…

「That’s why I hate working with you!」「I don’t need you here, go 

home!」etc、
It will be considered as power harassment.

The difference between work disciplinary and power

harassment（2）

The purpose of discipline and guidance are for workers to grow and 

work efficiently. But if overdone like saying expressions that makes 

the other party foolish or saying strong words, it will become power 

harassment.

Power harassment also depends on the timing and the way you say it.



boss⇔subordinate senior⇔junior

Different status(consciousness)

There may be a gap in the communication of the higher rank workers 

and lower ones because of the status.

⊳Even if you intend to make a slight joke, it still might hurt

someone

⊳It is most likely hard to notice harassment if you are in the

high position

⊳Your boss’s remarks are often recognized as a company message.

⊳A boss will say that his violent language is just for “discipline”

Everyday communication is an important element.

⊳It is strictly forbidden to say anything that will hurt a

person

⊳Even if the same language is used, it has different impact

depending to the receiver.

⊳Also depends on your daily communication.

Caution points when instructing

The points when instructing/disciplining:

『Ask yourself if is there improvement measure that can be 

discussed?』

『indication of intention like [I expect you to…]』

『Is there a trust relationship between the boss and subordinate』

Etc.



To prevent power harassment

（workplace environment）

Good work environment makes it less likely to create power

harassment.

① Good ventilation

・utility of greetings

・approachable workplace

・Create a workplace where you can easily consult to your boss 
and colleagues(co-workers)

② Say encouraging words to each other

③ Practice speaking on a daily basis.

(for management supervisors)

Pawahara Prevention

（educational guidance）

If you are cautious when doing “educational training/teaching”, it is 

less likely to be a pawahara.

① Personality negation、Incompetent treatment、words and actions 

leading to employment insecurity are strictly prohibited.

② Educational disciplinary should be done individually.

③ Breathe deeply first (be calm). Don’t get on your emotion too much. 

Focus when  you’re doing “warning/advice”.



Prevent Harassment from getting severe

The victims of harassments fall into a state such as shaking their 

body just by looking at the perpetrators by repeated mental 

harassment, and they will have poor physical condition such as 

stomachache and menstrual irregularities.

Because of the poor physical condition, the victim will suffer for a 

long time.

If you notice some signs to your co-workers, seniors, subordinate, try 

to talk to them. This will also prevent harassment from getting 

severe.

The work efficiency decreased. The conversation has lessen, 

worsened physical condition…

Let’s be aware of these signs to prevent harassment from getting 

severe.

Let’s see the 5 Points in preventing Harassment



5 Points to prevent harassment

1. Respect other ’s feeling

Don’t be selfish and always be kind. Don’t ever think things like: “this 

degree of harassment is acceptable so it’s okay.”

2. Don’t miss the same thing

Human make mistakes. But try your best to change unacceptable 

(bad) things.

3. Think about the other people’s position/feeling

Consider the relationship between upper and lower and also the 

human relations.

4. Be aware of actions outside the workplace

Harassment doesn’t only occur inside the workplace. In fact, there 

are many harassments occurred in “nomikai” or party of the company.

5. Be careful about what you say to people related to work

Be careful to your language. Whether to your subordinate, or co-

workers…

ncluding these 5 points, let us make our working environment a 

comfortable and better place.

Respect other’s 

feeling

Be aware of actions 

outside the workplace

Think about others 

people’s position
Don’t miss the same 

thing

Be careful about what 

you say to people 

related to work


